Abstract. Advancements in 3D CAD allow product shape to act as a common language to represent and retrieve reusable product information in PLM systems. While shape-based retrieval techniques contribute to the part design reuse process by retrieving similar part models, selecting the optimal candidate for reuse remains a challenge. A more refined shape comparison process is required to locate single shape differences between reference and candidate CAD models, and to represent them intuitively and functionally in relation to part design. We have developed a 3D CAD model comparison method focused on the representation of shape differences between similar models with respect to the reference's geometric constraints. The proposed method comprises the explicit representation of CAD data, the mapping and differentiation of B-Rep model elements and the re-evaluation of geometric constraints according to shape differences. It will contribute to reliable decision making by promoting part design reuse during the development of new mechanical products.
Introduction
Shape-based product information retrieval has been identified as a promising avenue for the PLM aspect of product reuse, thanks to its potential to lower costs, delays and risk. Product shape can now be used as a common language to represent and retrieve reusable product models in PLM systems, thanks to the capacity of modern 3D CAD systems to provide a reliable and unambiguous representation of the shape of mechanical parts. Shape-based retrieval techniques applied to product classification and information reuse have been proposed and surveyed in the last decade [1] . Commercial 3D shape-based search engines interfacing with current PLM systems are now available (e.g. [2, 3] ). However, like other design retrieval methodologies such as function-based [4] or case-based retrieval [5] , shape-based retrieval only contributes to the overall part design reuse problem as an opening step [6, 7] . As pictured in Fig. 1 , further analysis of the differences between each retrieved similar model and the reference model is still required to identify the optimal candidate for design reuse and instruct its adaptation. Moreover, to aptly support the analysis and reinforce the selection, the model difference identification (MDI) solution ought to provide an intuitive and functional representation of model differences relating to the specific application of part design reuse.
Fig. 1. Search for similar existing part designs and selection of the optimal part design for reuse
This paper presents a pair-wise 3D CAD model comparison technique focusing on the representation of differences between similar part geometries with respect to the reference model's set of specified explicit geometric constraints. Constraint-based difference representation allows precise and local characterization of shape differences. In mechanical product design, geometric constraints are naturally added to a design at the level of abstraction revealed by standard dimensioning practice (e.g. as found in ASME [8] ), predictably representing actual form and fit specifications. Representing model comparison findings at the level of abstraction at which designers operate enables them to grasp the rationale behind the shape differences more easily and thus, make quick and reliable decisions towards part design reuse.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on the 3D CAD model difference identification (MDI) problem and briefly examines previous contributions. Section 3 outlines the difference meta-model (DMM) used by the proposed comparison technique. Details of the explicit geometric constraints' re-evaluation phase, performed for a better difference representation, are presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the application of the proposed technique in the comparison of two 2D CAD sketches as a brief illustrative example.
Background
In 3D CAD model comparison, model difference identification (MDI) distinguishes itself from shape similarity assessment mainly in the level of details revealed by the comparison results [7] .
Similarity assessment generally exploits highly abstracted or reduced geometric model contents, generally referred to as shape signatures [1] , to produce quick diagnoses on two shapes' equivalence ("yes" or "no") or relative similarity (a qualitative, scale-based measure). Some signatures were actually found to be reasonably effective at matching human perception of geometric similarity [9] . Examples of abstracted geometric contents include B-Rep models [10] and machining features [11] .
However, no details are provided by similarity assessment solutions on what actually distinguishes each similar model from the reference. When calculated recurrently, as in shape-based retrieval and classification, similarity measures attributed to similar models in the resulting set often lose their meaning when interpreted separately.
Conversely, MDI focuses on providing detailed information on what makes two 3D CAD models different. Single shape differences must at least be located with respect to the reference model, but may also be measured and/or characterized some way or another. The models' integrity is preserved as much as possible to prevent the abstraction of relevant differences; however, this renders MDI computationally expensive, limiting it mostly to pair-wise comparison applications.
Composition of the MDI Problem
Inspired by software model version management [12] , we divide the MDI problem for 3D CAD models into three phases. Specific configurations of procedures carrying out these three phases are translated into distinct model comparison techniques:
• Difference calculation relates to algorithms establishing mappings between the compared models via specific classes of model elements and identifying the differences between mapped elements, according to some specific properties. For example, pose registration -best-fitting explicit geometries on top of each other in 3D space -establishes a global preliminary mapping between two 3D shapes [13] .
• Difference representation processes the information from the calculation phase to construct a difference model (∆) designed for subsequent analysis and manipulation. The difference meta-model (DMM) for a given MDI problem must be aligned with the information requirements of the ongoing reasoning process [14] .
• Difference visualization renders the difference model in human-readable notation to enable designers to grasp the rationale behind the shape differences. This visualization is communicated in graphical outputs, often combined with graphical interactions, indented lists and/or reports.
2.2

Design-Oriented Difference Representation
A number of 3D CAD model difference calculation techniques were surveyed and detailed in [7] . It has been observed, most notably in commercial software, that 3D CAD model difference representation is often eclipsed by visualization schemes prematurely focused on displaying unrefined geometric calculation results. Little relevant information about shape differences from an engineering design viewpoint is actually provided. Three approaches to design-oriented shape difference representation have been identified and are illustrated in Fig. 2 . A first approach leads to difference models that distinguish localized 3D delta regions of material addition, material removal and common material between part geometries (Fig. 2a) . This is typically implemented jointly with spatial occupancy difference calculation algorithms and used, for example, in CAD/FEA integration applications such as the remeshing of modified part models (e.g. [15, 16] ). Possible delta region measurements include delta volume evaluations and centroids.
Difference representation based on model's boundaries constitutes a second approach. Corresponding difference models commonly classify B-Rep faces and edges from explicit B-Rep models according to their respective differences (Fig. 2b ), but these may also aggregate deviating facets between tessellated shapes to form distinct difference regions (e.g. [17] ). Boundary-based differences can be calculated explicitly by using geometric algorithms such as point-to-part deviation calculation (e.g. [18] ), which may provide additional details in the form of local deviation values, or calculated implicitly by means of B-Rep data structure matching (e.g. [19] ).
A third difference representation approach results directly from the comparison of high-level procedural CAD representations. Shape differences are represented in terms of procedural -new, modified, reordered or suppressed modeling operationsand parametric differences between two models' construction histories (Fig. 2c) . Design semantics associated with 3D CAD modeling operations, commonly depicted as parameterized form features, allow for a wide range of design-oriented difference measurements in the form of modified blend radii, resized and/or relocated holes, etc. Among these three 3D CAD model difference representation approaches, only the procedural approach relates to a mechanical part's form and fit specifications at the level of abstraction at which designers naturally operate, an aspect that is highly relevant in assessing a part design's reuse potential. Then again, procedural CAD representations and corresponding difference models will not necessarily correlate with an actual part's geometric specifications; i.e. differences in construction histories do not systematically translate into differences at the resulting shape level.
At the same time, the scope of procedural CAD model comparison is strictly limited to the comparison of a model's own versions since the procedural representation of solids is highly variable. In applications where compared models are inherently unrelated, like when similar parts are collected via shape-based retrieval, the calculation and representation of shape differences with respect to construction histories is obviously considered unviable.
Difference Meta-Model (DMM)
Our solution aims to combine the flexibility of explicit model difference calculation techniques with the intuitiveness of the design-oriented procedural difference representation approach. The difference visualization phase of MDI has been left out of the scope of this paper: an efficient difference representation is considered to be at the basis of a good visualization scheme.
Application Setting
As part of the part design reuse process described in section 1, the MDI problem presents the following characteristics for the compared models:
• They are considered as detached, i.e. no pre-established relation is available between the models or their elements, except that their shapes have been found to be similar as a result of the preceding shape-based retrieval phase; and • They may be expressed in different CAD formats, raising concerns relating to CAD interoperability.
We have therefore forward the following five statements to ensure that the proposed comparison technique will be practical for the problem at hand:
1. The shape-based retrieval solution applied previously develops pairs of 3D CAD models similar enough to enable the identification of discernible shape differences. 2. Shapes are represented explicitly via the B-Rep paradigm and convey accurate geometric information (e.g. no planar facet tessellation). 3. The reference model includes a set of explicit geometric constraints relating directly to the shape's B-Rep. Constraints should preferably represent actual form and fit specifications. 4. The set of geometric constraints is resolved and conflict-free. Over-constrained shapes are not allowed.
5. All geometric constraints are directed, i.e. they assert relationships between sets of constrained elements and one or more specified reference elements [20] .
Explicit Representation
For flexibility reasons, and to counter CAD interoperability concerns, difference calculation is better achieved at the shape level, i.e. discrete mappings between models will be determined via their shape elements (described in section 3.3). To exploit geometric constraints in addition to shape differences for better difference representation, the distinction between constrained shape elements and constraints must then be preserved. An explicit or declarative approach to CAD data representation, allowing model elements to be referenced and manipulated individually, is required.
To represent geometric constraints explicitly, B-Rep shape elements -geometric and topological -must be declared first, and then constraints between these elements can be declared (e.g. as in ISO STEP Part 108 [20] ). Geometric constraints specify relationships between shape elements and between shape elements and design parameters (i.e. logical and dimensional constraints, respectively), as pictured in Fig. 3.   Fig. 3 . The relationships between shape elements, design parameters and constraints 1 (Inspired by Bettig and Shah [21] ).
Access to explicit geometric constraint data from 3D CAD models is feasible, but remains a challenge when traditional parametric feature-based models are involved. While 3D direct or "history-free" modeling and regular 2D sketch creation lead to the explicit representations of shape and geometric constraints, most 3D geometric constraints are implicit to parametric feature definitions and, therefore, cannot be referenced individually.
For the scope of this paper, we opt not to extract any implicit or undeclared information from 3D CAD models. Adding information not originally conveyed by the models, such as implicit constraints or via feature recognition, is considered as altering their content's integrity and biasing the comparison. The matter of rendering parametric feature-based 3D CAD models in explicit form will be addressed in future work.
Explicit representation of compared 3D CAD data and subsequent difference modeling is achieved based on the approach described by Cicchetti et al. [22] . Schematized in Fig. 4 , the approach is meta-model-independent, which allows us to define an explicit 3D CAD meta-model (MM) for referencing compared data while preserving the original models' integrity. The specified MM then relates to the DMM through extension. Difference models systematically include an image of the compared models for functional difference representation.
Shape Difference Calculation
For the proposed 3D CAD model comparison technique, we do not impose the use of one particular shape difference calculation algorithm. Instead, the focus is primarily on difference representation. In addition to good difference calculation precision and recall [9] , a suitable algorithm must at least meet these requirements:
Fig. 4. Overall structure of the model difference representation approach
─ It must operate on detached models, and therefore, static identity-based matching algorithms [7] are not applicable; ─ It must operate on B-Rep data and produce face, edge and vertex mappings; and ─ In addition to unique (unmapped) and equivalent (mapped) shape elements, it must be able to recognize "modified" shape elements, i.e. different elements that can still be mapped between the two shapes.
Shape mappings are to be recorded in a new difference model instance that conforms to the DMM presented in Fig. 5 in UML. When matched, model elements from either the reference or the target models are referenced accordingly to maintain the comparison directionality at a lower level of granularity. The proposed DMM accepts n-ary mappings and maintains parent/child relationships between mappings inferred from one another (e.g. mapped faces leading to their respective geometry's mapping).
As an example, the B-Rep difference calculation algorithm described by CoCreate Software [19] and implemented in PTC CoCreate® Modeling PE [23] would constitute a suitable option for the proposed technique. It uses a syntax-specific matching algorithm that recursively produces vertex, edge and face mappings. Topological elements are then classified as equivalent, affected (relimited), geometrically different, or as found only in the reference or in the target model. 
Explicit Geometric Constraints Re-Evaluation
Shape difference calculation provides an initial boundary-based representation of the differences between models. To elevate the level of abstraction of the difference model at the designer's level, the reference model's explicit geometric constraints are transposed on the target model's shape via the mappings established earlier. Their validity and conformity is then re-evaluated with respect to the target shape. Design parameters related to dimensional constraints are also re-evaluated. The concept is exposed in Fig. 6 with an example. In the reference model (left), a "parallel-distance" geometric constraint (e.g. pgc_with_dimension entity from ISO STEP Part 108 [20] ) is specified between two faces A and B and leads to the definition of design parameter d. When compared to the target model (right), face mappings are established between faces A and A', and between faces B and B'. Since both related elements are mapped, a similar parallel-distance constraint is projected on the target shape. The parallelism of faces A' and B' is then validated and the target design parameter d' is re-evaluated, identifying a difference with respect to the reference design parameter d.
Pre-processing of Explicit Geometric Constraints
The representation of explicit geometric constraints in the DMM implies that a tradeoff must be established between practicality and functionality concerns. First, difference models must reference individually the geometric constraints and their variations currently used by most 3D CAD systems while minimizing original data alteration. Conversely, the geometric constraint re-evaluation phase calls for a comprehensive, yet constant and consistent set of geometric constraint types for easier manipulation. For example, concrete geometric constraint types as defined by ISO STEP Part 108 [20] form a practical set of geometric constraints, while the theoretical set derived by Bettig and Shah [21] is considered to be consistent. A satisfying trade-off is achieved in the DMM by generalizing all the currently-used geometric constraints while distinguishing composite from elementary constraints, as shown in Fig. 7 . The purpose of composite constraints in the DMM is essentially to refer to original 3D CAD geometric constraints that may define multiple elementary relations between shape elements -such as the "parallel distance" constraint from Fig. 6 -and/or collate many shape element tuples via a single instance. Composite constraints are then decomposed into elementary constraints, each defining a single geometric relation among a minimal number of shape elements (corresponding to the relation's arity). Only elementary geometric constraints are subject to re-evaluation; located differences are then represented with respect to the corresponding composite constraints.
Fig. 7. Representation of composite and elementary geometric constraints in the DMM
Boundary and Auxiliary Shape Elements
In 3D CAD models, explicit geometric constraints are recurrently combined with auxiliary shape elements. These are elements that do not make up the solid's boundary, but which still participate in its definition together with geometric constraints. Reference geometry or datums used in 3D space and construction geometry used in 2D sketches are all examples of 3D CAD objects referenced as auxiliary shape elements in the DMM.
Without dependable counterparts in the target model, auxiliary shape elements from the reference model are excluded from the shape calculation phase. Therefore, geometric constraints relating to auxiliary shape elements cannot all be re-evaluated, as compared to boundary shape elements for which mappings can be readily examined. Figure 8 describes how shape element mappings are ultimately processed to elevate shape differences at the level of geometric constraints and design parameters. 
Transposed in the target model, transient auxiliary shape element a' ∈ A can be calculated depending on the existence of shape elements x' ∈ X and y' ∈ Y. The existence of such elements in the target model is determined either via boundary shape element mappings or by the recurring calculation of other transient auxiliary shape elements. Specific geometric constraints must be deliberately enforced in the target model in order to evaluate the auxiliary elements they relate to. These constraints are thereby withdrawn from the re-evaluation process. Modification of a directed constraint systematically impacts its constrained elements. Also, auxiliary shape elements act mainly as reference elements in geometric constraint schemas. Since we consider expressing differences with respect to the target shape's boundary to be more relevant, we choose to enforce the explicit geometric constraints for which auxiliary shape elements are specified as constrained elements (e.g. the function f in Eq. (1)).
However, one exception to this enforcing rule is upheld in cases where enforced geometric constraints are dimensional constraints. When possible, difference is evaluated with respect to design parameters, which is considered more intuitive from a design viewpoint. For example, in simple cases such as that expressed by Eq. (1) where f and g are dimensional and logical constraints, respectively, resolution will amount to solving the inverse expression (f ○ g) and enforcing g instead of f.
Example: 2D Sketches
This section presents the proposed model comparison technique through an illustrative example. For clarity, it is applied to the comparison of two 2D constrained sketches, as presented in Fig. 9 ; nonetheless, the concepts illustrated here fully apply to the comparison of 3D shapes. The left side of Fig. 9 displays the reference sketch with labeled shape elements and explicit geometric constraints, while the right side displays the target sketch complemented with comparison results. Reference and target sketches are also presented according to two different levels of abstraction: a shape level (top) and a geometric constraint level (bottom). Re-evaluation of explicit geometric constraints from the reference sketch on the target sketch leads to a more intuitive representation of shape differences, displayed in the lower right corner of Fig. 9 . Only one of the original thirteen geometric constraints is displayed (divided into two elementary constraints), since all twelve others were found to be fully maintained. Design parameter d 7 ' , which is related to a parallel-distance constraint, is identified as the key source of difference between the two sketches.
This example reveals a limitation of the geometric constraint re-evaluation phase: the newly rounded corners were not identified as differences at the constraint level. New boundary shape elements in the target model will systematically be overlooked, because no shape element or geometric constraint from the reference model can relate to them. One must therefore go back to the shape level representation to collect all the relevant details about the located differences. Complete difference representation must be achieved concurrently at both the shape and the constraint levels.
Conclusion
One aspect of PLM stresses that any product lifecycle contributor should always have easy access to the information they need for the realization of their task. In the specific context of part design reuse, the 3D CAD model comparison technique proposed in this paper specifically aims at providing designers with an intuitive and functional representation of model differences identified between a reference and similar candidate models collected via shape-based retrieval. Shape differences calculated at the B-Rep level by current algorithms can now be expressed at the higher level of geometric constraints and design parameters, i.e. the level of abstraction at which designers naturally define a product's form and fit specifications. Explicit geometric constraints specified in the reference 3D CAD model are transposed with respect to the target model's shape and re-evaluated accordingly. This process ultimately leads to comparison findings expressed in terms of, for example, constraints that are maintained or violated and parametric differences, instead of as old, new or modified faces and edges. The new technique should therefore provide more reliable assistance to designers in the assessment and selection of parts for design reuse.
